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We have a wide range of different sector Uniforms 

fabrics to offer on different materials such as Cotton, 

Poly Cotton, Blended-Fabrics, etc. with various colors 

and patterns. As a Uniforms Manufacturer and 

Suppliers in UAE, we strategically partnered with 

Uniforms Fabrics manufacturing companies and 

suppliers from different parts of the world. Moreover, 

we have a robust processes that ensure fabrics are 

being QUALITY tested and certified from its fastness, 

durability and aberrations.
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Our
Products

We have a diversified team working together with
strong and relevant years of experience in uniforms
production. Apart from that, we invested in reliable
machines, robust processes, continuous training and
people engagement that would drive achieve quality
uniforms.

4.   Corporate Wear

5.   Work Wear

6.   Hospi ta l  Wear

7.   School  Wear

8.   Hote l  Wear

9.   Polo Shi r ts

10.   Promot ional  Products
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Corporate Wear
we believe in providing you with a 

Modern Uniform that reflects the 

modern pace of your business. Not only 

should your uniform look the part well-

designed, stylish, confident, it should 

also be highly functional high-

performing, breathable, comfortable.

S p e e d  U n i f o r m s
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Speed Uniforms continually look

for ways to improve the

environmental and social impact of

our products and operations. We

only partner with manufacturers

and suppliers that uphold the

highest ethical standards in a

manner that is consistent with our

core brand values.

WORK WEAR
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HOSPITAL WEAR
We create world-class uniforms for every 

modern healthcare professional with 

carefully designed fits and styles. They are 

made from the highest quality of fabrics 

with an accurate blend of colours – to 

provide your hospital with its distinct 

identity. With our range of styles and 

colours, you can outfit your entire 

healthcare facility with a unique and colour-

coordinated theme.

This is the time to say good bye to time

consuming and erroneous manual

stitching medical outfits. AT Speed

Uniforms we have a team of expertise

that bring innovative in medical scrubs.
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Home school’s out, real school’s

in! Make sure your perfect pupils

are ready to go back with our

school shop. From stain resistant

trousers and skirts, colour lasting

jumpers and easy-care shirts,

SCHOOL WEAR

we’ve got the best quality and kit that’ll last

them from term to term. Plus, we’ve got

loads of school essentials.
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Leveraging on our sophisticated

infrastructure, we are engaged in

manufacturing and exporting a

wide range of Hotel and

Restaurant Uniforms. Our range

includes waiter uniforms, chief

coats, butler uniforms, house

keeping uniforms, culinary and

various others.

HOTEL WEAR

Stringent quality standards are

maintained to ensure anti-pilling,

shrinkage control, colour fastness,

durability, soft finish and skin

friendly.
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POLO SHIRTS
Our printed and embroidered polo shirts

come in a range of colours, styles and fits,

making them one of the most versatile

pieces you can add to your company’s

work uniform. From building contractors

and retail teams to hospitality and sports,

our custom polo shirts can be adapted to

fit almost any company or occasion.
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A big variety of Promotional Products, Promotional gifts and Advertising Items. In today’s business,

complementary promotional gifts are the unique and efficient marketing tools. Apart from selling

promotional gifts, Magic Trading is also committed to provide the printing services on the

promotional gifts in different varieties like screen printing, heat transfer printing, epoxy coating, UV

printing, laser marking, laser engraving, digital printing and much more.

PROMOTIONAL 
PRODUCTS
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We offer a wide variety of products to 

meet all your business 

requirements. We are specialized in 

Industrial, MRO, Commercial, 

Marketing Products supply and 

sourcing. In order to achieve this, we 

work with major multinational brands 

and factories across the globe to offer 

a timely and economic mode of 

delivery to our clients.
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THANK YOU

CONTACT US

P.O.Box:150488,Sharjah – U.A.E

Hotline:- +971 56 159 4499

Email:- sales@speeduniforms.com

Website:- www.speeduniforms.com

Managing Director:- Tahir Tufail


